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Province braces for an influx
of Mexican refugee claimants
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B.C.’s refugee settlement
sector is bracing for a possible wave
of claimants from Mexico after
Thursday’s lifting of a seven-yearold federal requirement that all
Mexican visitors first obtain visas.
“Everybody is kind of on pins
and needles trying to plan, without knowing what the full impact is
O T TA W A

going to be,” said Chris Friesen,
director of settlement programs
for the Immigrant Services Society of B.C.
He said the numbers could be
substantial as a result of two recent factors — the advent of direct
flights between Vancouver and
Mexico City starting in 2010, and
the election of a U.S. president who
vowed to remove large numbers of

Mexican migrants and build a wall
along the border to keep them from
returning.
“If Donald Trump is serious
about wanting to deport (large
numbers) that could have a significant impact on spontaneous arrivals on the Canada border,” said Friesen, who added that groups like
his might need more funds to cope.
The grim human-rights situation

in Mexico will also compel many
to fly to Canada and claim they are
fleeing persecution, he added.
Earlier Thursday during question period, Conservative MP
Michelle Rempel cited a federal
government analysis indicating
that the Trudeau government’s
visa decision will cost taxpayers
$433.5 million over 10 years.
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CHINA, DOWN TO A FINE ART
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The Poly Art Gallery opened Wednesday on West Pender Street, and the rare pieces from
its debut exhibition include items from China’s Old Summer Palace. Story on A2
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‘Not acceptable’: Teen who aged out
of government care found dead in tent
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A teenager who recently aged
out of government care died on
Wednesday and was found in
a tent in a rain-soaked area of
Surrey frequented by homeless
people.

Bernard Richard, B.C.’s new
acting representative for children
and youth, confirmed the woman
was 19 and had been in government
care, but said he couldn’t release
her name. He didn’t know how recently she turned 19 and would not
say if she was aboriginal or not.

Richard said that he supports
extending care services past 19.
“I think some of these kids come
out of very, very difficult situations,”
he said. “As a parent, I know that my
kids never aged out of my care. Kids
who are in the care of the minister
shouldn’t age out at 19. They should
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be supported through this difficult
transition period. If they’re not supported, we know what happens all
too often. To be cut off completely
is not acceptable.”
In B.C., at 19, anyone in government care will abruptly be cut off
from government support. As The
Vancouver Sun found in its 2014
series, From Care to Where, when
those in care age out, they face high
rates of homelessness, unemployment, poverty, substance abuse
and incarceration.
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